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Abstract: Sign language is a language which is used for communication between the hearing/speech impaired people
along with others who understands it. Sign language relies on sign patterns, i.e., body language, orientation and
movements of the arm to facilitate understanding between people. This paper is aimed at reducing the communication
gap between the normal people and hearing/speech impaired people by converting sign language into English speech or
text. The system will convert the data into speech/text. The whole system will be implemented on a MATLAB and
Simulink.
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I. INTRODUCTION
material (velostat) for making piezoresistive sensors.
These flex sensors detect a bend in fingers and map this
data to a character set by implementing a Minimum Mean
Square Error machine learning algorithm. The recognized
character is transmitted via Bluetooth, to an Android
phone, which performs a text to speech conversion. The
motivation for Hand Talk is to compare hand
configurations with sign language charts and generate
artificial speech which articulates the gestured words. The
primary input of the system would be the pose and
orientation of the hand. The main focus is on acquiring to
what extent each of the finger joints is bent. Upon
acquiring this data it is encoded and transmitted wireless
to a mobile device. The software in the mobile device
Sign language is a language which uses a collection of would guess the shape and orientation of the hand based
hand gestures, symbols and body language to convey on the received data.
meaning. This language is completely dependent on
orientation and movement of the hands, arms or body, and In [11], a wireless hand gesture recognition glove is
also, the facial expressions. The oral language, which we proposed for real time translation of Taiwanese sign
speak today with sounds, was originally evolved from the language. To discriminate between different hand
gestures, flex and inertial sensors are embedded into the
sign language.
glove so that the three most important parameters, i.e., the
Sign language is the most preferred language when it posture of fingers, orientation of the palm, and motion of
comes to communicating with the hearing and/or speech the hand, defined in Taiwanese Sign Language can be
impaired. Learning and understanding this mode of recognized without ambiguity. The finger flexion postures
communication isn't just for the hearing impaired, but also acquired by flex sensors, the palm orientation acquired by
for those who are interested in conversing with the hearing G-sensor, and the motion trajectory acquired by gyroscope
impaired. Thus, in order to bridge the communication gap are used as the input signals of the proposed system. The
between the normal community and the community of the input signals are acquired and examined periodically to
deaf and the dumb, a system that can convert their see if it is a legal sign language gesture or not. Once the
“gesture” language to English has to be emphasized.
sampled signal can last longer than a predefined clock
The paper has been divided into the following sections: cycles, it is regarded as a valid gesture and will be sent to
Section 2 described existing approaches for sign language cell phone via Bluetooth for gesture discrimination and
recognition system. Section 3 deals with proposed speech translation. These hand gestures correspond to
approach. Section 4 and Section 5 illustrate the results and letters, and in order to form a word many gestures have to
be shown.
conclusion.
Advancements in technology have made our lives very
easy. Introduction of automated cars [1], smart trolleys [2],
online shopping [3] and many more inventions like these
have changed our way of living. It has not only added
luxury to our lives, but also has served in protecting us [4],
[5]. On the other hand, new innovations have also helped
the community of the physically challenged to get
connected to the world: right from helping the blind in
reading the English literature [6], to accessing ATMs [7],
aiding the patients suffering from ALS to commute [8] and
communicate [9]. Similarly, a lot of research is being
carried out to assist the hearing impaired community as
well.

The authors in [12], propose an approach for hand gesture
recognition based on detection of shape based features.
Many attempts for this humanitarian cause have been The setup consists of a single camera to capture the
recorded before. Few of them are described in this section. gesture formed by the user. Segmentation is performed on
As explained in [10], the gesture recognizing glove, also the image acquired. Next, orientation detection, feature
terms as data glove, makes use of a low cost packaging
extraction and classification are performed. Here, words
II. EXISTING TECHNIQUES
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are identified effortlessly, but forming sentences has not The skin is clearly distinguishable from the background in
been proposed.
the Cr component than in Cb component. This feature was
evidently noticed for a dataset of 96 images with varying
Since, very less research has been done on identification
backgrounds.
of sentences, we propose a novel method to recognize the
gestures shown.
2) Segmentation
The next step is to perform segmentation to extraction of
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
the gesture shown. Initially, this process was conducted
using Otsu’s algorithm [14] of thresholding. This method
A. Setup
gives a threshold after processing the pixel intensity values
of the grayscale image. The algorithm is described as
follows.

Fig 1: System Overview of Sign language conversion
system
The setup is shown in Fig 1. The physically disabled
person gestures the sign language to the camera placed in
front of him at a distance of 150 cm. The camera captures
the gestures at 30 frames per second. The minimum
resolution of the camera must be 2MP. The video frames
are sent to the processor, in our case Simulink), which
analyses the gestures and converts into speech and text.
B. Algorithm
The flow of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig 2.

Step1: Acquire RGB images
Step2: Convert the image to Cr color plane
Step3: Perform histogram on the image, where the bins are
on the x-axis and the counts on the y-axis.
Step4: Find the sum of all counts
Step5: Normalize each count and store it in an array sumN
Step6: Find cumulative sum of sumN and store n sumNC
Step7: Multiply the bins with sumNC. The product
obtained would be EM.
Step8: Find the cumulative sum of EM and save it as
sumEM
Step9: Find the final value of sumEM and store as
sumEMf
Step10: Find the variance of the image using the equation
(3).
b2 i =

(sumEMf ∗sumNC i − sumEM (i))2

(3)

sumEM i ∗(1−sumEM i )

where, i ranges from 1 to number of bins.
Step11: Find the maximum value of variance obtained
(maxv)
Step12: If max v is finite, then find the index value of
maxv from variance array obtained and store it in variable
indexv.
0, if maxv is infinite
Step13: Threshold =

indexv −1
number of bins −1

1) Image acquisition and Preprocessing
The first stage of any computer vision system is the Image
Acquisition stage. Here, the images of the gestures shown
are acquired and sent to the processor. The acquired image
is in RGB color model. Since this color model depends on
the brightness in the environment, working directly on the
images procured might prove to be risky. Thus, the image
is converted to the Chroma Red and Chroma Blue
Components of the YCbCr model, to remove the
brightness factor. The conversion is made using the
formulae as mentioned in equation (1) and equation (2)
respectively [13].
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(4)

The obtained threshold has to be compared with the pixel
intensity values of the image. If the threshold is smaller
than the pixel value, then the same pixel has to be
converted to white, else change the pixel to black.

Fig 2: Flowchart of proposed algorithm

Cb = 0.148R + 0.291G + 0.439B + 128
Cr = 0.439R + 0.38G + 0.071B + 128

, otherwise

(1)
(2)

The Otsu’s algorithm did not yield the desired output.
Thus, elliptical Gaussian joint probability density function
(pdf) has been implemented for improved results. The skin
color distribution is modeled by using Gaussian pdf, which
is defined as:
p c skin =

1
2∏|

s|

1
2

e−

1
2

c − µs T

−1
s (c

− µs)

(5)

Here, c is a color vector and µs and ∑s are the distribution
parameters (mean vector and covariance matrix
respectively). The model parameters are estimated from
the training data by equations (6) and (7).
µs =

1
n

s=

n
j=1 cj
1
n−1

n
j=1 (cj

(6)
− µs)(c- µs)T
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where n is the total number of skin colour samples c j . The
p(c|skin) probability can be used directly as the measure of
how "skin-like" the c color is or alternatively, the
Mahalanobis distance from the c color vector to mean
vector µs, given the covariance matrix Σs can serve for the
same purpose, which is defined as:
λs = (c - µs)T

−1
s (c

− µs)

(8)

The single Gaussian model is build by taking a 320x320
pixel image shown in Figure. 3 with 256 skin samples of
20x20 pixel size each. The two parameters mean (µs) &
covariance (Σs) are obtained from the skin sample image.
The Fig. 3 is converted into YCbCr color model and the
skin samples are mapped as shown in Fig 4 plotting Cb vs.
Cr. It is observed that the unnecessary intensity are
removed and mapped for only the skin intensity. Fig. 5
shows the Mesh plot of Cb and Cr with respect to its
count.

4) Recognition of gestures
After performing Morphological operations, the image is
divided into equal number of square shaped blocks along
rows and columns, and it is further divided into sub-blocks
in order to accurately measure the co-ordinate of any subblock. A square shaped window is defined for every sign,
shown in different regions and the co-ordinates of the subblock included within the window along with a range of
number of white pixels included within that particular
region is noted down. This is repeated for all the regions
were sign can appear. The same is illustrated in Fig 6.

Fig 6: Division of image into blocks and assigning a
window for sign

Fig 3: Skin samples image

When the system is turned on, it scans and counts the
number of white pixels only for the region of co-ordinates
defined earlier and if a sign appears within a particular
region with number of white pixels within the defined
range, corresponding label is assigned to that sign.

3) Morphological operations
When segmentation is performed on the video frame,
IV. RESULTS
along with gestures, noise pixels might appear as well.
Thus, morphological operations such as erosion and
An image frame showing “HOW” has been captured and
dilation have to be performed to obtain only the whit
the processing outputs at each stage have been showcased
pixels corresponding to the gestures.
in Fig 7.

(i)

(ii)

Fig 4: Plot vs. Cb and Cr

(iii)

Fig 5: 3D plot of Cb, Cr and Count
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[5]

[6]

(viii)
Fig 7: Detection of sign “HOW”: (i) RGB image (ii) Cr
component (iii) Segmentation based on Otsu’s algorithm [7]
(iv) Segmentation based on Gaussian pdf (v) Erosion
output (vi) Dilation result (vii) MATLAB showing the
gesture in text form
[8]

The time consumed by both the segmentation methods is
recorded. Otsu’s algorithm needs 1.7 seconds, while pdf
needs 5.4 seconds. The time required to recognize the sign
using Otsu algorithm is much less compared to the
Gaussian method. Hence, the system would be faster when
segmentation is performed using Otsu algorithm. But, the
disadvantage of Otsu algorithm is that it produces single or
narrow threshold value and pixels which are also
considered as skin might be below this threshold value and
hence results in a lot of noise when thresholding is
performed. In case of segmentation using Gaussian based
modeling, the results are more accurate but the time
required in recognizing the gesture is very large and
hence, it would not be suitable for real time application.

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

V. CONCLUSION
As accuracy has been stressed upon, Gaussian pdf method
is used for identifying the gestures. Using the algorithm
[14]
flow explained in Section 3, 20 sentences were identified,
which used commonly used words such as “HOW",
"ARE", "YOU", "MOM", "DAD", "WHERE", "HOW",
"DOING", "HELLO" and "WHAT". Hence, an approach
to reduce the communication gap between the normal
people and disabled people by converting sign language
into English speech or text.
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